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We Said it Could be a Long Road Back… 
Equities sold off big Thursday, taking a serious nibble out of what’s been a 10-
week rally. The S&P/DJI was off 5.9%/6.9% respectively, sectors hardest hit were 
energy, financials, materials and industrials.  Fears of a second wave of the virus 
that could overrun hospitals and force another shut down in some states as well 
as a somewhat downbeat outlook from the Fed for the next couple years have 
caused investors to take a step back and think about current levels and whether 
they match up to reality. The market rebounded today, but it’s been moving all 
about, and volatility remains high. We never said it was going to be a smooth 
ride back… we expect these fits and starts to continue for some time. 

Volatility Leads to Irrational Selling 

Yesterday, the market let us know it’s gotten ahead of itself on pure optimism.  
Many of the growth funds were back to February highs and Value had recovered 
substantially; so a pull-back was not a huge surprise. The rise in volatility to these 
levels, however, is somewhat concerning. The VIX (measure of volatility) 
currently sits at 41, that’s up from 28 just two days ago – that’s a 48% rise in one 
day. When volatility spikes, markets behave irrationally.  To give a sense of these 
levels, the VIX spiked on March 16 at just under 83, a level much greater than 
anything scene during the Great Financial Crisis of 08/09. The VIX has been 
steadily declining since, showing signs of a heathier market. The market did come 
back some today, but the volatility tells us that the direction of the market could 
be unpredictable for a while.  

Virus Surge in Many States Causing Fear of Another Shut-Down 

COVID-19 cases surpassed the two million mark Thursday. More than a dozen US 
states have seen confirmed cases of the virus increase at a faster clip than the 
week earlier. The fear is that a second wave could cause another economic shut 
down. We believe it’s important to keep perspective that the economic shut 
downs were not to rid the world of the virus, but to slow it, so that infrastructure 
could be put in place to handle it. This was echoed by Treasury Secretary 
Mnuchin Thursday as he reiterated, we can’t shut down the economy again. The 
struggle now is finding a balance between “getting back to normal” and avoiding 
an uncontrollable second wave. While it’s not likely we will see a full reversal 
back, some states are likely to delay further re-openings stages if hospitals are 
overrun.  

Staying Diversified and Invested 

We too may have been caught in the excitement of the rally and are still hopeful 
this is just a small set back in the long journey. We continue to reiterate the 
importance of a diversified portfolio and staying invested.  We are on this ride 
together, through the good and bad! 

 
Stay safe out there folks! 
 
Kristin & Team  
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